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 Word bank:
check        quick  snack  dock
stack        quack  stick  thick

Write the spelling word from the word bank that matches each picture.
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Each line of the puzzle has one word hidden in a list of random letters. The blank space
is a missing letter that belongs to that word. Decide what word is hidden in the letters
and write in the space the missing letter. A word bank has been provided. Each word in
the word bank appears somewhere in the puzzle.

C F U Q A C K X

Z Q U I K Q D C

S T I C Q H N W

N X T H C K Q J

S A D O K T O G

A. stick B. thick C. dock D. quick E. quack

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled
word in the space by the question number.

harbor
A. DECK   B. DOCK   C. DYCK   D. DOCCK

speedy
A. QUICKE   B. QUICK   C. QUIKK   D. QWICK

twig
A. STIKK   B. STICK   C. STICCK   D. STICR

pile
A. STACKE   B. STACB   C. STACCK   D. STACK

inspection
A. CHECKE   B. CHECP   C. CHICK   D. CHECK

bulky
A. THUCK   B. THIKK   C. THICCK   D. THICK

tiny meal
A. SNARK   B. SNACK   C. SFACK   D. SNNACK

noise duck makes
A. QAUCK   B. QUACK   C. QWACK   D. QUACKE
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Read the paragraph and circle the misspelled words. Write the correct spelling
for each circled word on the lines below.

We were getting ready to go to the park. “Will there be ducks there? Let’s feed them!”
I said. Dad said, “OK, chek the pantry really quicc for some bread, and get a snac
before we go.” We drove to the park, then sat on the docc, watching the ducks and
listening to them quak. We brought a stakc of bread. Each slice was thice, so we tore
it into pieces. Someone came by and told us it’s actually not good for the animals to
stik bread in the water, since it’s not healthy for them. We decided to take the bread
back home for grilled cheese instead!

1_____________ 2_____________ 3_____________

4_____________ 5_____________ 6_____________

7_____________ 8_____________

Write a sentence for each spelling word.

quack
_________________________
_________________________

dock
_________________________
_________________________

snack
_________________________
_________________________

stick
_________________________
_________________________
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The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is
and write it on the blank line provided.

QIUCK CKOD

TCKIH QCUKA

ACKNS CCEKH

TIKCS KTSAC

A. thick B. stick C. quack D. check E. stack
F. quick G. snack H. dock




